










The tables have been turned



Digital 
advertising is 
controlled by 
Big Tech



“I’ve been a critic of my 
community, but I’ve also been part 
of it for many years. And we 
screwed up terribly. I feel I should 
apologize for what Silicon Valley 
has done to you l we really did 
screw up and I’m sorry.”

J A R O N  L A N I E R

Digital 
advertising is 
controlled by 
Big Tech



When it comes to 
growing 
subscriber 
revenue, the odds 
are against us



We no longer control all the cards



Consumers now control all the cards

20th Century Media Landscape (500 years of innovation)
One-to-one and one-to-many communication

21st Century Media Landscape
Many-to-many communication
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People mostly 
subscribe for 
curation
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Knowing how to hold ‘em



Newsletters – a hard habit to break



35% of publishers 
use exclusive 
newsletters to 
keep subscribers 
coming back for 
more



The often 
overlooked
digital edition



Arkansas
• The birthplace of Bill Clinton
• 3rd lowest literacy
• 2nd lowest income
• Lowest internet





Content monetization 
isn’t a free ride



Bold

Beautiful

On-brand



Membership must come
with privileges



Hierarchy of
readers’
needs



“It’s not about customer 
loyalty any longer, it’s about 

company loyalty to 
customers.”

Omar Abbosh, Chief Strategy Officer, Accenture



Personal 
fulfillment 
through content 
and experiences



Betting with other people’s 
money 

(AKA: Sponsored Access)





Doubling down on strategic 
partnerships





Partnerships fueled by passions



Partnerships
fueled by passions



Brand Partnerships

Airlines Hospitality Libraries Marine



"Literacy is the most 
basic currency of the 
knowledge economy."
– B A R A C K  O B A M A





• Treat readers as your MVG

• Know how to hold ‘em when 
the dealing’s done

• Double down on strategic 
partnerships



Thank you!

FIPP brand partner

Nikolay Malyarov
CEO, International & 
Chief Content Officer
e: publishing@pressreader.com  
w: pressreader.com

@malyarov
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